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Automation of
library to be in
place by fall
by Alice Carle
Asst. News Editor
John Carroll University plans
Lo automate Grasselli Library in
Lime for the 1990 Fall Semester.
"The advantages are enormous
who debated here
in terms of help lO the students and
Tuesday included (left to right) Peter Lawson Jones, Eric Fingerhut and John Terango.
!.hat, after all, is why we arc here,"
Pbouoo by Mam:Daa NQ!y
said John Piety, library director.
The first change entails the
installation of an electronic card
cation as the biggest problem in catalog. The catalog will contain
senate seaL
by Mike Horgan
The 25th District is one of the the stale, fellow candidate Joseph the titles of the books purchased
most racially and economically Diemert, the law director for sev- within the last ten years. The stanHealth care, education and eco- diverse areas in the state. It in- eral area communities, believes dard card catalog will be available
nomic development problems in cludes partS of Cleveland and Lhc state administrators have too for the rest of the books.
the greater Cleveland area were several of the no:rtheastem sub- much freedom.
The sec;ond change is to autopredominant themes at Debate urbs
"Because ofa lack of accoun La- mate circulation. StudentS will be
'90 held here on Tuesday.
Fingerhut believes education bility formismanagementandbad able to type in a uUe or author of a
The Democratic candidates for is one of the problems the state investmentS the legislators need book and quickly find the call
the 25!ijpislric~ Si.4U,e enate seat legislalure needs ID address more 10 hold administr~9.tS account- number, ~hether the book ism the
Iibrary or loaned out, and when the
gathered on the John Carroll than they have been.
able for their actions."
campus LO discuss the issues in the
"The failures in the Cleveland
Peter Lawson Jones, another book is LO be returned.
race. The candidates are prepar- school system affect the school lawyer running for the senate seat,
The computer will also keep
ing for lhe May 8 primary.
systems ru:ound it and the State agrees with Fingerhut that educa- track of over due books which will
"This districtincludes some or needs lO help these school sys- tion is a key problem but feels it is enable the library to send out nothe wealthiest and poorest people," tems who are absorbing these
tices withm one week after the
Continued on pageS
said Eric D. Fingerhut, one of the problems," he said.
several lawyers running for the
Although Fingerhut sees edu-

Democratic candidates or the Ohio Senate

Key issues discussed in Debate •90

book is overdue.
Piety estimated !.hat within a
year the rest of the library's book
holdings will be added to the system. Eventually, access to the
system will extend lO the different
academic departmentS and individual computers in students'
dorm rooms.
Carroll will install the DRA
system marketed by the Data
Research Associates. The DRA
System is used by the Cleveland
Public Libraries, Case Western
University and Cleveland State
University.
In hardware, software, and
labor, automating the library will
cost more than a quarter of am itlion dol Iars according to Rev. John
Schlegel S .J .• academ1c vice president.
"'Not onl,y is this money worth
spending, but money essentially
spent," said Schlegel. "The timing is not just right, it's long over
due."
Elmer Abbo also contributed
ro th1s story.

·to be eld next week

Mike Farrell announced
as Fulbright scholar
by Kelty Connors
Staff Reporter
The first John Carroll student
ever to receive the honor of a
Fulbright Scholarship, senior Michael Farrell was rececntly chosen as one eight college students
nationally . From hundreds ofapplicants, Farrell was picked lObe
involved in an exchange program
in New Zealand.
The

international educational ex- ·
change program designed for
graduatestudentsandfaculty. This
program enables them lO study a
particular project of interest in a
foreign country.
The scholarship process is
three-fold. The first part is the
applicant's proposal of a project
that he wants to investigate.
Farrell chose to focus on the
New Zealand natives, the Maori,
and to study their government

Continued on
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Student Union drags out chartering process
Severalsrudentgroupsseeking
to fill a campus need have shown
the initiative to begin a campus
organizations by pursuing a charter
in the Student Union. More than
seven such groups have sought a
charter this semester, which
enables the organization to receive
a budget from the University.
This process includes the
clearing of a proposed charter by
the SU Review Committee, and
then approval by a majority of the
SU Senate. UnfOrtunately, the
enthusiasm that these students
share before the process begins
can be
by the
itical

process.
For example, at the March 27
SU meeting the bill for Student
Advocates for the Environment
was tabled due to an unclear
charter. A service offered to the
University by SAFE was "to
coordinate and maintain paper and
aluminum recycling containers.··
Members of the fraternity of
Phi Kappa Xi protested thecharter
at the meeting since they have
assumed a similar responsibility.
According to Article lll, Sect.
3.d. of the SU Constitution, it is
the responsibility the Review
Commiuee to "review all

~~~~~~~~~~~~

"Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow
applications for charters... and to
return these matters, with fmdings
........... 11171- . . .

from the week before to the floor
was passed and then voided

II

members were required, which is
where the problem Lies. Something

Review Commiuee did not notice

=s:.,h t lef-&04PMell• -~--enty l3indl~
lack of quorum. The Executive ace making decisions for over

any conflict of interest in the
services between SAFE and Phi
Kappa Xi.
According to the minutes of
the meeting the bill was "tabled
until the services [of the
organizations] are investigated."
Considering that representatives
of both Phi Kappa Xi and SAFE
were present in the same room,
why could not the services be
investigated at that moment? The
SU should concern itself moreso
with their acts and legislation than
the limiting procedures whkh it
subserves to.
RegacdJess, both groups did
meet and agreed on a cooperative
effort; though, at the April 3
meeting the charter for SAFE
could not be voted on, as well as
charters for the English Club,
Women's Lacrosse Club, Japan
Club, and the Young Democrats,
because quorum was no~ met.
But quorum, defined at half of
themembersoftheStudentSenate,
actually was met. Eighteen
senators were present, which
constitutes a quorum, since the
Senate includes only 25 members
now that some have moved on to
theExecutiveCouncil. Thus, only
13 members present were required
to proceed with the meeting.
Inexperience showed in the
Executive Council as a motion to
bring a tabled English Club charter

Council needs to be more aware of
its own procedures on important
limits such as quorum as opposed
stumbling over the need to motion
to discuss tabled legislation.
Meanwhile, the meeting is
adjourned as five organizations
wait to be heard. With only a few
weeks left in the semester, it is
unfortunate that these groups be
shortchanged ofvaluabletime due
to lack of organization in the SU.
"You need fonnality here and
there, but it kind of wastes Lime,"
said freshman JuJieEvans,founder
of SAFE. We're doing all this
work [planning Earth Day] and
we're not even a Student Union
sponsored group when there ru:e
other groups that ace doing a lot
less."
The Japan Club has attempted
to obtain a SU charter since
February, according to club cofounder Becky Lacovic.
"The officers in the Student
Union are really encouraging, but
nothing has been done yet," she
said.
But to criticize the SU in this
matter is only to view the SU
through a stain-glassed window.
It is understandable to mistake
that quorum was not met with
only 18 members present.
Typically, a quorum is set at two
thirds, not one half. Although
since quorum is one half, only 13

3,000 students.

How can the

presenceofonly~foftheelected

officers and senators justify a fair
representation of the students?
Quorum should be raised to two
thirds to alleviate this inadequacy.
The low quorum number
reveals a deeper problem. The
low number allows the Student
Senate to operate with a high
number of absences. If absences
are taken seriously for the
organizations, Senate absences
should also be taken serious! y.
"Idon'tlmowwhypeopledon't
go to the meetings," said founder,
Pam Herrera, of the Women's
Lacrosse Club, wh.osecbacter was
delayed until next week. "They
need to think: about the
responsibility. They need to think
about their priorties."
The SU shoqld not be an
obstacle to overcome but an ally
in the pursuit of serving each other
and the University, which, after
all, is the purpose of the SU to
begin with.
Overthecourseof the summer,
the SU Constitution is to be reevaluated. A scrutinizing look at
the wholeS U process is required.
An opportunity ~iscs in which
the SU can assert itself as a group
of action and decision. Please,
members of the Srudent Senate
and Executive Council, do not
table this one.

FORUM
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Letters to the Editor
Student campaigners
ignore copyright laws
As lhe mass of campaign post-

ers plainly indicate, ll's election
lime at Camp Carroll.
Once again, as in years past,
various candidates in an auempt
to gain exposure, have resorted to
lhe inclusion of certain popular
cartoon characters on their posters.
U. S. copyright laws clearly
prohibit lhe use of anylhing under
lheir protection for personal gain
wilhout the expressed written permission of lhe creator.
This brings me to my first
question: have lhese candidates
sought for and received permission to implement lhese cartoon
characters into lheir posters?
I seriously doubt it.
It matters notlhat Mr. Waterson ("Calvin & Hobbes') and Mr.
Groening \'The Simpsons'1 in
particular, or any cartoonist in
general, probably would have
granted these candidates permission to use lheil respective creations.
The fact of the matter is lhat lhe
candidates in question probably
did not take the time to follow a
few simple rules.
This is plain negligence on their
part, not to mention illegal.
Now my second question: if
these candidates will blatantly act
in a negligent manner during their
campaigns, how are they going to
act if and when they are elected to
office?
Mark Stewart
Class of'91

Hockey Club conference
tournament victory given
litHe mention in CN
I would just like to take this
short amount of time to thank the
Carroll News for the recognition
they gave the John Carroll Hockey
Club for winning their conference
tournament.
They were the best two lines of
sports I have ever read.
After all, Carroll Hockey is
only aclubsportand no one really
cares about club sports, right?
Wrong!
For those of you who might
have easily glanced over the miniscule article about us, allow me to
recap the story.
The Carroll Hockey team upset the UniversityofToledo, which
finished ftrst in the league, and
Indiana University, which finished
second in the league.
Now this probably docs not
sound hke an accomplishment
worthy of any serious recognition
but allow me to give you some

background informatJon on the
team.
Carroll Hockey has not been
known for its winning records.
Such horror story-like losses
as 15-1, 12-1 and 10-1 were not
uncommon for this team.
On top of that, the team did not
wm a single conference game all
year but instead had to settle for a
tie against the University of Dayton.
So I'll ask again, "Why does
this feat deserve more recognition
in theGN?"
The tournament was held on
the first weekend of Spring Break
which conflicted with many
people's vacation plans.
As a result, only 11 skaters and
one goalie were able to make
accomodations to stay and play.
These 12 members played two
games on Saturday, March 4, and
one game on Sunday, March 5.
Carroll was not expected to be
a threat letaloneacootenderin the
fmals.
Fatigue started to set in during
lhe second game on Saturday
against Denison University, but
on Sunday morning at 7 a.m. aJI
the fatigue was overcome as Carroll took home the trophy by defeatinma Indiana Uoiversil.y.B-3.

Is this the story everyone read
in the March 15 edition of The
CN?
As far as I am concerned, anyone who wears Carroll on his
uniform deserves recognition for
any athletic accomplishment regardless of whether that team is a
club or varsity sport.
Phil Russo
Classof'92
Russo is a member of the

distrtcts \\ 1ll be redrawn, depending on the outcomes of both the
census and the November electiOn

Now more than ever, college
students r.eed to speak out, and
make thetr own dcc1S1ons, mstead
of letting others do 1t for lhcm.
The deadline for registering for
the May 8 primary is April 9.
Stud~nts can register through
their hometown orcoUegeaddress.
The important thing, however,
IS that they arc registered.
Carla Beyer
Secretary of State Office

Feminist perspective
should account for motives
in assault incident
The Carroll News has failed to
report any further information 10
the alleged self-exposureofa male
student to a sleeping female student; in so doing the CN has allowed Professor Bowen to arrogate lheeditorial responsibility of
lhe newspaper with her March 22
letter.
1commend Prof. Bowen on her
careful and accurate presentation
of the feminist perspective or the
crime in question.

be a reflection ofaggregate swisucs ("one 10 three women will be
sexually assaulted"), but a prod·
uct of the dynamic wh1ch the staustics represent.
Thus, another femin1st approach would be to understand the
elements contribuung to lh1s mdl vidual's actions.
Additionally, one may percc1 ve
the sexual exposure as an mdividual's expression of poor Judge
ment whereby that individual may
not hide behind lhe chimera or
collectivity inherent in all feminist perspectives.
Brian McCarlhy
Class of'90
CN St. Pat's Day coverage
neglects lXV float
rt is not hard to nouce that SL
Patrick's Day is a holiday ncar
and dear to many John Carroll
students.
This is evident from the decorating of the campus to the activities that the Irish Club organize.
However, one tradition that has
gone on longer than any is the

float that Iota Ch1 Upsilon enters
anually in lhe Cleveland SL Patnck's Day Parade.
Yet m all the press coverage
thatlhc Carroll News gave to the
activ1Ucs of lhe week and of St.
Patrick's Day 1tsclf 10 the March
15 edmon. it fa1led to mention that
1XY even entered a float in lhe parade.
It was in lhts issue prior to St.
Patrick's Day that something
should have been mentioned.
In the past e1ght years alone,
IXY has retired two trophies.
A float needs to win three
consecutive years to retire a trophy.
Is th1s not newsworthy?
When IXY enters tiS annual
float and marches in the parade,
we not only represent our fraternuy but the enure Carroll student
body.
lf our student newspaper, here
to serve and snform us, cannot
even show such support, then who
can we expect 1t from?
Robert M. K.asunic
Class of '90
Pres1dent of IXY

However, lhcrearc oth~~c~riile~n~s~e;s;_..fp~;;fl~~f;i;~
through wlddl '0'"VfeWO"
dent.
take place in the Murphy room Aprll9-27,
Even the femmist perspective
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
allows an understanding of this
purported crime in less restrictive
Evening students only can register in the
terms.
Student Service Center, 5 to 8 p.m.
Sexual assault may not merely

Hockey Club.

College-age students
constitutue lowest voter
tumout in U.S.
Which age group has the lowest voter turnout in America?
Unfortunately, the answer is
college-age men and women (18
to 24 year o1ds).
Secretary of State Sherrod
Brown wants to change this.
InanefforttoencourageOhio's
college students to exercise their
all-Important right to vote, Secretary Brown is initiating an aggressive voter registration drive on
Ohio's college campuses.
This year's general elecuon
promises to be one of the most
important in recent Ohio history.
All statewide offices will be on
the ballot, plus seats in lhe Ohio
House, Ohio Senate, and U. S.
Congress.
1990 is also the year of the
census, and the state's legislative

']:.fitl~OU9{tT
CI'R££~ .9LPM(Plv{T/J{rr.5

2645 UNIVERSITY BlVD.,
UNIVERSITY HTS.
On rr1ie Circfe 5ttljacent to Jolin Carro{[

2 Bdrm. Apts. $615.00 mo.
Includes heat, water, locker rooms, indoor-heated
garage, cable-ready, no pets.
Rental office hours:
9-5 Mon. - Thurs.
11-4 Weekends
Closed Fridays
Phone: 321-9340 4lt~~~~~~~~"'-~
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Creative learning approach could stimulate an
improved attitude towards higher education
r~W!!

'liVo
.-----~--

r£d~

hfe you do need a college education to get a high paying
JOb.

In speaking wuh peers and with parents, many of Lhem
only sec a college educat1on as a means to an end, a
prox1mate goal with the ultimate goal berng an executive
posiuon.
As long as something doesn'taffect how much money
we are going to make we don't really care aboutiL
Manyofusarc noun teres ted in being educated on social
pohcaes m the U.S. or human rights in El Salvador because
by Scott nil
it's not going to get us any money.
Forum Columnist
Many of us carry the ideology of the" Me" generation:
we hve in a society where it's perfectly fine to steal, cheat,
There is a problem that's been around for a long time, he, and sometimes even kall for money as long as we don't
and only recently has ll gotten to Lhe pomt where half of Lhe getcaughL
We have the same kind of ethic at Lh1s school, again
lads coming outofhagh school can't read (Lhe Reagan Administration will not be known for it's educauon policies stressing the fact that it as not unique to Carroll, an cheating
and, most probably, neil.her will Lhe Bush Administration). on tests or plagiarizing papers, it's O.K. as long as we don't
Wil.h l.his happcnang, it seems many have lost sight of get caught, as long as we get the job done.
Ispoke with Fr. Schlegel and others about this issue and
what an education is for, or what l.he goal ofgetting a higher
what the University can do about the problem.
education is for.
Although there are solutions to the problem, they are inThere are many pracucal reasons for geumg a college
education, but l.hey arc not of l.he essence of a higher cremental and will take awhile to develop before we see the
fruits of them.
education.
There are basically five aspects on which the university
Many of us have seen disputes between l.he Business
School and Lhe College of Arts and Sciences over Lhe has to touch in order to foster a learning environment we
have to be able to cultivate critical thinking, respect for the
liberal arts core over Lhe years.
It seems, and Lhis is not unique to John Carroll alone, mdivadual, service for the community, adaptability to
Lhat Lhe prevailing auirude among college students is that change, and have a certain amount of a cross-cultural curone should get a college education to get a job, and it's true riculum.
The best way to cultivate these aspects is for professors
Lhat if you don't want to work as a busboy at a restaurant or
as petroleum engineer at a gas station for the rest of your to have a classroom approach different from just the tradi-

tionallecture.
For example, Ernest Dczolt, Professor of Soc1ology, 1s
a relatavely new teacher here and likes to call h1sapproach
asonof"ethical Monon Downey Jr." approach in provolcing the class towards discussion.
Unfortunately, education is a two-way street and not
many students tend to get into discussions.
Dewit can provoke, but the disheartening thang to him
is the silence which indicates that students are lazy, Lhat
they don't care, or that they just agree with ham to get the
grade.
The discussion is intended to draw the students in the
classroom into getung involved so Lhey don 'tJUSt regurgitate facts and not understand them.
Some professors have to try a djffercnt classroom
approach; like maybe havmg literary sources for class
instead of a textbook or showing movies that pertain to the
class material.
Another approach would be tO have more education
going on outside of the classroom; like having field trips,
guest speakers, or promoung presentations and seminars
Lhat are going on around town.
Since it's a two-way street between educator and educatec, students should not respond by couing classes on
occasions when teachers do implement creative teaching
mel.hods like these.
What we have to do is pull away from the traditional
lecturing approach and become more involved in our education.
In so doing, we could wean ourselves away from the idea
that we get an education for the sole purpose of getung a job
and realize the value of an education.

Mayoral election analyzed by Cleveland professionals
by Oenino Bauttl
On Tuesday C\enang, March
27, 1990, the 1989 Cleveland
mayoral election was the topic of
discussion in the New Conference

Room.
Pi Sigma Alpha, the Political
Scacncc Honor Society, sponsored
a forum which presented insights
and analysis of l.he mayoral race.
Four distinguished panelists
contributed to the forum: Brent
Larkin, Plain Dealer Columnist;
Eric Fingerhut, campaagn director
for Michael White and candidate
for State Senate; Tony Coyne, a
JohnCarroUalumnuswhoactively
panicipated in the mayoral race;
and Dr. Joseph McCormick, Professor of Political Science at
Howard University in Washington, D. C.
All.hough the election was in
Novemberand the forum was held
in March, the degree of interest
was not lacking.
In fact,some historians believe
Lhat it is far beuer to analyze an
event after some time has passed,
because emotions will have diffused, allowing for a more objective analysis.
The analysis presented by the
forum panelists proved to be revealing and insaghtful.
There was one point which
seemed to recur in every panel-

isl's presentation: that George his 25-ycar political history, and,
Forbes' presence as a candidate surprisingly, this number included
shaped the entire race.
more black voters than white votMcCormick led the discussion ers.
by presenting a paper which he
Thus, Forbes' campaign after
prepared specially for the forum the primary election was targeted
entitled, "Prom Elecuon LO Gov- at tryang to blemish White'scharemance: The ChaJJenges Facing acter.
Larkm summed up his feelings
Mayor White and the City of
Cleveland."
towards the election in a telling
Being a long-time observer of statement, "The election was not
Cleveland local politics, about race insomuch as as it was
McCormick noted the phenome- aboutGeorgeForbes...Forbestrannon of racaal bloc voting over the scends racial barriers."
past 25 years in Cleveland as the
Pi Sigma Alpha tried unsucmost significant feature of local cessfully to attain six different
voting behavior.
representatives from the Forbes
He further presented the chal- campaign but discovered a reluclenges and consuaints which tance to represenuhe non-victonMayor White will confront.
ous candidate.
Coyne did not necessarily repRegarding the mayoral race
itself, McCormick expressed his resenttheForbespoint ofviewon
belief that the election was shaped the race, ral.her an additional point
by the fact that Forbes was the of view on the race.
Coyne's presentation was obalternative for the mayor of the
city of Cleveland
viouslynotfreefrom bias, because
This alternative was simply too he worked for White during the
frightening to l.he voters.
race.
Larkin continued the discusHowever, he pointed out some
sion by articulating some features key factors in Forbes' campaign.
of the 1989 election which he
He noted Lhat Forbes was bebelieved lO be crucial.
hind from l.he beginning, and his
He believed that the primary onIy area of support was the busielectionwasthedecisiveonc,that ness community, most of whom
is, l.hat l.hc election was over on did not even vote in the election.
October 3, 1989.
Thus, 10 Coyne's opinion,
Larlcin pointed out that Forbes Forbes lacked a broad base of
had alienated many voters during support necessary to capture the

mayoral election.
Fingerhut presented a lucid
analysisofWhite'scampaignand
expounded on significant features
of the race.
He gave credence to the forum
by expressing hopes l.hat political
scientists will seriously study the
1989 election stating, "I think it is
a significant, watershed, historical election in the history of the
city of Cleveland."
Fingerhut noted that all.hough
the general election was not racially significant, l.he primary
election bore much significance.
In the primary election, White
gained 30 percent of the white
vote and consequently beat three
well-known, white candidates.
lnFingerhut'sopinion. ''There
was a crack of light in the racial
history of politics in Cleveland,

and.. .it is something we ought to
acknowledgeandgivecreditfor."
Thus, Fingerhut, in agreement
with the other forum panelists, believed Lhat l.he primary election
was decisive, because Forbes had
alienated a large number of voters
and would have to resort to extreme, character-damaging means
to win the general election.
Pi Sigma Alpha members,
along with their advisor Dr. Patrack L. ·Eagan, Chairman of the
Political Science Department,
were very pleased with Lhe forum.
ll seemed to heighten political
awareness on campus.
HopefuHy the forum may spur
further examination of l.he 1989
Cleveland mayoral election because it truly was a unique and
significant race.

HELP WANTED
J. A. Bechtold & Co.
Exterior paint removal and refinishing company
needs painters

CALL NOW FOR FULL
TIME SUMMER WORK

291 -2727
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Schmidt attended
Washington dinner for
presidential roasting

Farrell chosen Fulbright
Continued from page 1
interaction.
"I received this idea from the
minorities around this area from
the minorities around this area,"
said Farrell.
"Throughout history this type
of program and study has been
successful," he said.
The second part of the process
entails judging the qualifications
of the applicant The third part is
dependent on the reasons for the
applicant's choice of a particular
country and the relevance of the
proposed project to that country.
The Fulbright application
process is long and selective. Thestudents need to apply by October
of their senior year. The local

United States Fulbright Commission judges the applications and
narrows them down. They are then
senLto therespectivecountriesfor
final review and selection of the
scholar.
"I am really excited about the
award. It should be very exciting
to see the world from a different
viewpoint," said Farrell.
"It is nice to bring some prestige to John Carroll. I am paying
back all the teachers and administrators who have helped me," he
continued.
Dr. Max Keck, former dean of
student career development, assisted Farrell with his application
process.
Dr. Keck said, "I encourage

by Angelo Fatica

students to work closely with faculty in their particular area of interesL"
Currently Dr. Swenson, dean
of student career development,
has offerred scholarship information meetings for juniors.

Democrats debate campaign issues
Continued from page 1
related to economic conditions.
"There isaconnection between
education and the economic environment so we need to find a way
in the public school system to
promote the jobs in the future."
Lana Z. Moresky, who works
in the county auditor's office,
thinks education is important but
the biggest problem facing legislators is health care.
"Theelderlyarescared to death
to get sick because of the costs and
young and middle-age wortersare
taking jobs they hate because of
the health care plans. The answer
is a national health care program,"
he said.
Carole R. Turoff, also a lawyer, feels that women aren't represented in the state senate and
that she can adequately represent
them.
"Women are not properly represented in the Ohio State Senate,
and they need a qualified woman
to serve on the senate. I'm qualified and I want to bring the people
to the senate. I think the problems
are intermixed and you can't isolate one problem," she declared.
Paul F. Oyaski, the Jaw director for Euclid, does nQt believe
sex of the candidate is an issue.
"Don't vote for me because

I'm a lawyer, don't vote for me
because I'm white, don't vote for
someone because she is a woman,
don't vote for someone because
the person is black, vote for the
person you think is more qualified
to represent you. I'm not the only
candidate who is qualified but I
think I can do a good job."
John V. Terango, a private
consultant in the transit industry,
feels that along with education the
environment is a primary issue.

Twelve Carroll News staff
editors and assistants recenlly
made a trip to New York City for
the 12th Annual College Press
Convention, presented by College Media Advisers and the Columbia Scholastic Press Association, featuring Phil Donahue as
keynote speaker.
Prominent professionals in
many fields of the media gave
presentations on ethics, photojour-

litical Science at John Carroll, and
SteveLuuner,staffpolitical writer
for The Plain Dealer.
The debate was sponsored by
the John Carroll chapter of the
Society for Collegiate Journalists
and the John Carroll Political
Science Club. The two clubs plan
to have a debate in the fall of both
the Democratic and Republican
candidates for the 25th District
State Senate seat.

One ofJohn Carroll'sown was
on hand Saturday night, March
31st, to celebrate the 105th annual
Gridiron Dinner.
Dr. Jacqueline J. Schmidt,
Chairperson of the Department of
Communications, was on of the
650 people in attendance at the
"by invitation only" dinner.
The Gridiron Club, sponsor of
thedinner,isonorganization made
up of60 noted newspaper editors.
columnists, and Washington bureau chiefs. Each spring, the Club
puts on a dinner which includes
various satirical skits and the verbal roastings ofcertain politicians.
President Bush was a target of this
year's roast.
Schmidt was invited to the
dinner by Lawrence O'Rourke.
O'Rourke was on campus last year
as a visiting Woodrow Wilson
Fellow. He is also the Gridiron
Club's outgoing president and
this year's commencement
speaker. Three weeks ago,
Schmidt received a phone call from

O'Rourke asking her to be his
guest at the dinner.
Theeveningbeganat6:25p.m .•
at the Capital Hilton Hotel, wtth
the traditional "Speech in the
Dark" given by the president of
the Gridiron Club. A roast of
President Bush followed. The
night proceeded with an elegant
dinner, and a number of humorous skits. Author Hedrick Smith
once said the dinner was probably
"the most powerful dinner in all of
Washington."
Schmidt was visibly excited
about the evening.
"I sat next to Mr. Garrett, the
editor of National Geographic,
across from Mr. and Mrs. James
Brady, and near the Ambassador
of Ireland. I had a grand time. "
A transfer of presidential powers and an initiation ceremony
were also included in the evening.
ThomasJ. Brazaitis, John Carroll
graduate, and a writer with The
Plain Dealer, was inducted into
the organization.
Also 10 attendance were Jane
Pauley, Peter Jennings, and football commissioner Paul Tagliabue.

" If education doesn'timprove,

we won' t be abJe to

meel

*

demands of the world market in
the year 2000," he said.
Roben J. Boyle, a technical
director for an engineering consulting ftrm and former mayor of
Richmond Heights, believes the
landfill problems and what to do
with waste are the biggest problem facing the legislators.
"We need recycling and better
waste management. We need to
encourage private industry to get
into this and we need to give them
tax incentives to do iL In 17 years
with a filtration plant, I have seen
the technology and know it can be
done."
The eight candidates were
asked several questions by two
panelists: Dr. Mary Anne Cavicchi, Assistant Professor of Po-

CN attends convention in NYC
by Della Thacker
Asst. News Editor

Page 5

nalism, legal issues, campus racism, personal business experiences and many other topics concerning young journalists.
Some of the speakers featured
at theconvention included George
Curry, New York bureau chief,
The Chicago Tribune; John Talliaferro,senioreditor,Newsweek;
and Bill Elsen, The Washington

Post.
CN advisor Rev. Carl 2.ablotny
S.J. accompanied the group, with
the five-day conference taking
place at the Doral Inn.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUt'CESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for liz weeu of Army RO'II'C
leadership training. With pay. without
obllgatiml
You'll de•elop the diacipline.
coNic:leN-. UJCI decili._ it takel to
-=ceed In any ca.-. And you'll qaalify
to earn Army omcer cntdentiala while
you're complet1ng your college ltUdHis.

i

IIIIIIOTt
TWO-YEll PIOGIIM
!11111111'111 aua

call"' Cll Till.

FIND OUT MORE . CONTACT THE MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
ABOVE THE BOOKSTORE, OR CALL 397-4421.

WORLD VIEW
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Chinese student speaks about democracy movement
b y Ja mes Goodman
CCQPYI!ohl 19'10. USA TOOAY/ 14We College
IOIOIITlOiioo Nellolollc

When student leader Wu'cr
Kaixi fled from China last June,
he was second on the Chinese
government's most-wanted list
Some of his friends had been
krlled earlier that month by the
Chinese soldjers who crushed the
peaceful student protest in Berjing's Tiananmen Square.
Still, Wu'erK.aixi told a Rochester, N.Y. audience that the
sLtUggle for freedom in his homeland will prevail.
"The democracy movemcntm
Chrna wrll never fail,"Wu'ertold
a crowd ofabout350 at Rochester
Institute of Technology.
"We found thecitizensofBerjing were waiting for us with a tear
and a cheer," said Wu'er, spcakrng through an interpreter. "The
Chinese government lost the LtUSt

of the people."
But, at an earlier news conference Wu'er said the road to democracy would be slow because
Chi ncse officials have not backed
down smce Tiananmen Square.
"The dictators rn Chmaare very
strong- not like m East Europe "
SaJd the 22-year-old Wu'er, who
now lives m Paris.
"It's very difficult in China.
Maybe it willtake50or IOOycars,
but we'll put China on a democracy trail," he added.
Wu 'er said !he student movement was panofa worldwide trend
toward democracy, and desprte
the government's crackdown an
underground student movement
has formed in China.
In China, Wu'er was head of
lheBeijingAutonomousStudents'
Union. Once the protests began
last spring, he organized a hunger
strike.

Shortly before Chmesc ofrrcr.als
ordered the crackdown, Wu 'er
attracted international aucnllon by
confronting Premier Li Peng.
The incrdent occurred after
Wu'ec escaped from a hospital ,
where he was recovering from a
hunger strike.
WearinghiSpaJarnasandsuck-

CHILD ABUSE INCREASES:
Thenumberofchild abuse cases
rose 10 percent last year to almost
2.5 million. The National CommitLee for Prevention of Child Abuse
says it is the largest increase since
1985.
NATIONAL REPORT CARD:
There is a continued gap in the
performance of whitestudcnts and
therr black and Hispanic classmates, according to !he Nation's
Report Card.

"..

a..ASSIFIEDS
MASONRY BRICK & STONE
WORK - Steps, Window Wells,
Tuck Pointing, Plaster, Shrubs
Prunes. 461 -5174.
~§l F~m#.Cil.l~§.r!l. Qa

camRYlll

syourraternity, sorority or club
Interested in earning $1,000.00 +
for a one-week, on-cafll)US
ma~etlng project? You must be
well-orgamzed and hard wo~ing.
Call Val or Myra at (800) 5922121
S~UD!D~[ Sub~lli WiDlw:!, Law
firm seeking furnished
apartments for summer
associates to sublet. Please
contact Debbie Tomedolske~
t586-7306) or Diane Miller ( 86289}.

BARMAIDS/BARTENDERS
wanted. No experience
necessary. Flexible hours.
Early closing. A~ at
Maxwell;s Bar & li between 2
and Spm. Monday through
Fr1day.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN 1V PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST
10 DAYS Ill Objective:
Fundralser. Commitment:
Mmimal. Money: Raise $1,400.
Cost: Zero Investment. Campus
organizations, clubs, frats,
sorontles call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528/1 (800)9506472, ext. 10.
Helrc w anted: Dial America,
Nat on's largest Telemar1<etlng
firm needs communicators to
woli< 9 am- 1pm, 12&m • 4pm,
5:30pm - 9:30pm, 6: Opm ·
1O:OOpm, or 9:00pm- midnight.
Flexible schedulln8J For
interview call333- 67.
Math tutorin~- All levels. Call
David 691-Q 12.
Wanted: Elementary StatistiCS
12). Will pa~ $7.00 a
Tutor
hour lexible schedu e. Call
Isharon at561-9186.

'r'

"ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
WATCHING TVI $32,000/year
1ncome potential. Details. (1)
602-838-8885 Ext. TV-8160."

W

"ATIENTION -GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES FROM
$1~. FORDS.~S,
CO VE1TES, CH YS.
Surplus B(!,ers Guide. 1-602838-8885 XT. A8160."

10025.

"ATIENTION: EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS I $32,000/
year income ~tential. Details.
(1) 602-838- 885 Ext. Bk8160."

or from the East Coast for no
more than $160 with AIRHITCH
(as reported in Consumer
eports, NY Times and let's go I)
For details call 212-864-2000 or
write AIR HITCH 2790
BROADWAY SUITE 100 NY, N'Y

-----

"ATIENTION: POSTALJOBSI
Start $11.41/hour! For
application info call (1) 602-838·
8885, Ext. M-8160, 6am • 1Opm,
7days."
Ma~et

Discover Credit Cards on
Flexible Hours.
am as much as $1 0.00/hour.
Onlr ten positions available.
Cal 1-800-950-8472, ext.54.
~our campus.

"ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repalr).
Delinquent tax pr~rty.
Re~ossessions. all1-602-83888 5Ext. GH8 160."
"ATIENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME I $32,000/yr
income potential. Details. (1)
602·838-8885 Ext. T -8160.'
"ATTENTION · HIRING!
Government jobs - your area.
$17,840- $69,485. Call1-602838-8885. Ext R8160.
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. NEEDS
YOU! Now hiring for all types of
summer positions. Make a lot of
money & spend the entire
summer on the Grand Strand.
Have the best summer of your
life. For complete list of
posttions available send check
or M/0 of $9.95 to Myrtle Beach
Job OJ:portunities, Dept. 004,
P.O. ox 38813, Greensboro,
N.C. 27438.
Sublets needed: Large law firm
looking fOr homes/apartments for
law students who are cler1<1ng in
Cleveland during summer
months. Call Paula Galbincea
687-8817.
Painters wanted! East Side. $57/hr. & bonuses. Call Jim 1-800543-3792.
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime
from Cleveland, Detroit, or
Chicago for no more than $229,

1966
The lastpoll tax was outlawed
in Jackson, Mississippi.
After an 80 day search, the
U.S. found an H-bomb that had
been lost as a result of an air
crash over the Mediterranean.
The Soviet satellite Luna lO
orbits the moon, becoming the
first man-made object to accomplish such a feat.

National News Briefs

;~:·

BUSINESS

AliT))! ®.:ro. en~
April 3-8

ing on an oxygen tube, he entered
theGreatHallandsaid."Wedon't
have much time to listen to you,
Mr. Premier."
"f don't think 1 was impolite,"
Wu 'er SaJd. "It shows !hat wedon 't
take power that senously."
(Goodman wruesfortheRochester Democrat and Chronicle.)

Part-time nannh wanted.
Energetic, lova le care~ver to
he~ care for two pre-sc oolers
in haker He~hts. 25-35 hours
per week: wil schedule flexibly
to meet caregiver's needs.
Excellent salary. call 751-9261.
Wo~ part-time in the Big Time I
Radio Shack has sales positions
in the Cleveland area. We offer
flexible hours and a lucrative
commission pay plan.
Advancement possibilities. Call
today. Dan Baurroick 942-6752
or Bill Hunter 885-0875. EOEI
MF.

Shaker Family, 2 k1ds, seeking
part-time da~ime child care.
Call Josie C apman 751-1776.
Room for rent. Mayfield and
Green area. Call Mary at 2929040.
EEBSQt:JAL IBAit:JEB
AVAILABLE Physical Therapy
student (Masters level) with
several years of physiCal thera~}
experlecne(orthoRSd~,spo~s

medicine) & aerobics mstructlon
(I.D.E.A. Certified) will provide
~ou with a private & personal
It ness program geared to your
own personal needs Weekends
& evenings available. Call3714378 (Wendee).

The National Assessment of
Educational Progress shows white
12th-graders scored 22 points
beuer on civics !han Hispanics
and 28 points better than blacks.
TRANSIT RESUMES:
A two-day mass-transit shutdown ended in Buffalo, N.Y.
County and transit officials srud
a three-year, $10.2 million plan
includcs$1 million from the city,
$750,000 from the state, and !he
rest from a real estate transfer tax
and the county's sales tax.

1951
theptesidehL-;oflfarvardand
Princeton Universities denounce
the draft deferment of good students, preventing them fr<>m
fighung m the Korean Conflict.
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
are sentenced to death. They were
found guiiLyoftrcason for send~
ing American atomic secretS to
the Soviet government.
Ct>n~pil.ed by: Polric/cMcGiJI

$()wets: 1k hrit.l4nico /Jf)o~ ojtlu.
Y~/or l966ol'l(i/95J

CC¢pytlghll9'l0. USA TOOAY//IfJPit~ College
lntomlOhon Nellolollc

National Campus Briefs
DRUG CRACKDOWN:
NEW ARK, DeL- Delaware's
attorney general wants a crackdown on campus substance abuse

-·--be--

aDdJII'GP8Iift8
pellcd for
drug possession. He said

students who arc nabbed for possession should be expelled.
Gary W. Aber, a Wilmington
attorney and vtce president of the
Delaware American Civil Liberties Union, said such expulsions
would be unconstitutional and illegal under state and federal due
process laws.

SUPPORT GROUP:
KALAMAZOO, Mich. --Lesbian and bisexual women at Western Michigan University have
fe.aed ......,. •npus apport
group, Sappho's S1sLcrs.
Linda Kamcnetzki, the student who fou nded the group, said
iL serves as an outreach network.
Life in the halls stresses conformity, making it difficult for a
lesbian or bisexual woman to truly
be herself, she said.
CCopyllghl 19'10. ~A TOOAY//IfJPie CQft&ge
W01mcrtlon Nelwoflc

THE Sl'MMER SESSIONS

BE PART

FlRST SESSIO:'\:
6 \lt\'eks beganntng .\1.a\ !ll990
SECOND SESSIO"':
6 weeks begtnntng juh 2. 1990
0 Da\ or e\entng cl:bSeS
0 Coorses m 6usUless. Arts and
SCiences £ducal1on. 'lurstng
0 All coorses applicable 10 Lo\ol:r
l nt\e~l\ degrees
r---------------------., 0 Cl~ atlhe L.lke Shore.
1
l "'aler ~~. and \1edlcal

OF A GREAT

UNIVERSI1Y
l'Tl
"S SUMMERJ
ll1J
l
1

1

: 1M SIIIIUMI' Sessions
I LO'o~a (m\!11ll\ o1 C.h~
1
A10 \onh ~bch'itlln A\enue ChlC;)jiO

II (l(J611

cemtr Cam~
0 RegiSitr usmg an~ Touch·Tone
telephone 10 lhf coumn
To !eeti\C vour f~ Cop\ of lhe 1900

Bulleltn of The Su'llmtr ~s. •end
coupon or call 311.·915·6SOI.

LoYOLA

- -- - - -- - I >~> ' ' ~~~ UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO
.r.ddtN
-r
if
r_., - - - - - - - - -

c..~-1'f'i\f.o'<-"

THE SlM\tER SESSIO~S

!iUit
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L--------------------~.""""'..,.'~

JC

820 :\orth \hch1~n A\enue
Chtcago. ll 60611
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This year's marathon will

· ! benefit Rainbow Babies 8t.
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Childrens Hospital in .
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Fortune 500 CEO to speak in Mellen Series
competitive or related firms.
Adolph Posnick, Chairman of
Interested in a possible career the Board and Chief Executive
connection? John CarroU offers Off1cer of the Ferro Corporation,
many opportunities for any IS the featured speaker for the
student hopmg to fmd a good job lecture. Posnick is also a directOr
in one of Amenca's Fortune 500 of Nauonal City Corporauon and
compan1es.
the
Cleveland
Growth
On Wednesday,Aprill8,John Assoc1auon. A graduate of the
CarroU will hold a Mellen Series Umverslly of Saskatchewan 10
lecture. This presentation offers 1947, Posnick joined Ferro as a
a unique chance for students tO research engineer.
askquestionsaboutbusinessand
Ch1ef executive officers of
managerial st.rategies and other Oh1o based, publicly traded firms
issues such as trends in the are mvil.ed tO this series to discuss
earnings per share, changes in current, and expected financtal
holdings by insiders and large developments in their companies.
insutuuons, recent stock price . Ferro's sales ofover one bilhon
performance, new sources of dollars can be categonzed mto
compeution, financial strategies, four specialty businesses: coaungs
and possible merges of andcolors,chemicals,plastics,and
b y Nanette D. Coyoyan

Ferro Corp., will lecture in
the JCU Mellen Series.
ceramics.
John Strenger, who orgamzed

publicity for the lecture said "I
think that lhts wtll be very
benefitial for students because it
gives them a chance to talk to the
CEO's on an informal basis. This
series IS bastcally geared for
students."
llus will be beneficial for all
students especially those students
who major 10 Chemistry since
Ferro's interests lie in polymer
technology.
In recent years, the Mellen
Series lectures have been able to
recruit students into the business
world. Big name companies such
as NCR, National City Bank, The
Hanna
Company,
and
Rubbermaid, have selected John
CarroU students to work for them
in the past

Dr. Raj Aggarwal, the Holder
in the Mellen Chrur of Finance,
will be presenting Posnick. "I
hope that all students will attend,
not just bus mess majors. I think
that this company is very
interesting because It is Cleveland
based . Most blllion dollar
compantes arc tn New York or
Califomta, but th1s company is
here. That makes me feel reaUy
good about Cleveland," said
Aggarwal.
The entire Mellen Series is
dedicated to the students and for
students in any major. It offers a
rare chance for students to speak
to top offic~als in top companies,
and it definitely is not geared for
business maJors only. This series
is for everyone.

Week long silent retreat allows for meditation
by Brigid Reilly
Silence allows one to be open
and attentive tO the voice and the
message of others. Silence allows us to clear our heads of
thmgs that prevent us from truly
reaching others. Silence is the
reason that a group of John Carroll students attended the 8-Day

retreat during the last week of
Christmas vacation.
Thelf reasons for auendtng the
retreat were varied in nature.
"I wanted to attend the retreat
for the prayer factor," said Anton
Zuiker, a participant
Others wanted to renew their
relationship with God, or to seck
help 1n making a decision, or to

strengthen their faith.
The retreat is organ izcd around
the spiritual exercises of S L Ignatius. Readings and sessions of
prayer are structured throughout
the day.
The key to the retreat is the
silence that aUows one to clear his
orhermindofanythmg that might
interfere with contemplation.

Advisors are assigned to each of students take part in the readings
the student participants to help and the Eucharist.
them as they travel through the
"Ididn'uhink that it was going
Spiritual Exercises. They assign to affect me at all," said Brian
various readings to them and offer Adams."Butit'ssomethingthat's
suggestions as to where they might going to carry with me for the rest
want to go with their prayer time. of my life."
Outdoor facilities offered trails
The retreat IS held twice a year
for walks and spots to think and and will next take place in May.
meditate. The atmosphere is one All interested should contact Fr.
of prayer and aUows the students Joseph Schell in the Campus
to immerse themselves in thought. Ministry no laLCr than Friday, April
Mass is celebrated daily by 6. All are welcome and invited to
some of the retreat leaders. The experience this great week.

Hispanic theater expert to speak
Plan on attending the 3rd Annual

SENIOR MASS AND BRUNCH ON
SUNDAY APRIL 22nd
Mass at 10:00 arp- Saint Francis Chapel
Brunch is immediately following in the Murphy Room Addition

Meet Alumni from various cities including Akron,
Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,
Indianapolis, New York, Pittsburgh, Washington
DC and Williamsburg, VA

Return your invitation, or call the Alumni
Office by April 11th at 397-4322

With the recentJohn Carroll University production of OfMice
and Men , it is timely to welcome a foreign dramatist to campus.
Virgilio A. Rivera, from the Republic of Mexico, comes to JCU to
share his expenise of Hispanic-American theatre.
Rivera will speak tonight at 7:00 in LheJardineRoom,lecturing
on 'The didactic H.ispanic-American theatre."
As wilh most visiting experts, Rivera will lecture to Carroll
classes. He will teach Professor Delia Galvan's Span ish 478 Latin
American Literature class this week and nexL
"Senor Rivera was a very energetic ·teacher. He was very
intense, to say the least We extended our class period by 45
minutes," said senior Ron Olivera after Rivera's ftrst lecture on
Tuesday.
Rivera will critique the ten page drama that each student was
required to write for the class.
The John Carroll University community is invited and encouraged to attend Rivera's lecture tonight
by Anton Zuiker

Spinnittg records

THURSDAY
Oassic Rock Nite
''Your Favorite Oldies"

Hope to see you there!!!

Sponsoretf 6y Tfie Cfevefantf !JL{umni C{u6

FRIDAY
Dance music
plus any of your requests
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SU seeks committee meinbers
The only thing necessary for
evil to succeed is for good people
to do nothing.
-Thomas Boyle
Now is the Lime to make your
mark of achievement on Lhe open
canvas of a new decade at John
Carroll.
The recently elected executive
officers extend an open invitation
to anyone desiring to apply for a
committee in Lhe Student Union.

Letters of intent for the respective committees are being taken
immediately for the next two
weeks. AU are most welcome to
embark on an exhilarating journey.
If anyone has any questions
about the committees or anything
pertaining to Lhe Union, the office
hours of the Executive Board are:
Dave Averill-President MWF
11-1, TTh 12-2

Jeff StiiLner-VJce President
MWF 3:30-5, TTh 11:30-2:30
Jennifer Ritter-Secretary M 35, 1Th 11:30-1:30, F 2-5
Jeannine Czamey MWF 11-I,
TTh 5-7
Joe Cimpennan MWF 9-1 l •
TTh 3-5
Student Union meetings are
held every Tuesday at 5:15.
Seize the day.

SPRING FLING WEEK '90
MARCH21-28
Sunday, April 22

Monday, April 23

EARTH DAY

TheEdd1es

Celebrate it! YouJ'll be there
anyway.

Party in Lhe Park Dinner

Tuesday, April 24

Wednesday, April25

Thursday, April 26

HenryCho
Comedian

Spring Fest Happy Hour at the
Colony
Film Series

Rum Runners Party

Friday, April 27

Saturday, April28

YES

•J.D. Kurrent

T-shins arc also being sold to

•The Eddies

commcmcralc this wonderful

· Ultimate Frisbee
•Party in the Park

fun-fLIJed week.

Saturday, April 21
• Ex.otic Birds
• Caruso
•Bobby Gold
•Volleyball To,urnamem
•Party in Lhe Park

Bob Gardner
Magician
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High School students try and
make the French grade
by Casey McEvoy
While JCU students were vacationing during spring break. over
300 high school students visited
our campus and participated in a
national French compeution
known as the Grand Concours.
John Carroll University has
been a training center for more
than a decade. Th•s year the cvem
was directed by Dr. Helene Sanko
from the French Section of the
Classical and Modem Languages
departmenL
According to Sanko, the Grand
Concours is a standardized test by
which high school students can

rate their perfonnance and compare their level of skill with other
students in the same age and skill
levels. Every year the American
Association ofTeachersofFrench
(AA1F) organizes !his national
competition and aU schools are
invited to enter.
This year, eight local schools
entered thecompetit.ion which was
held from March 5 through 8.
Richmond Heights, Cleveland
Heights, Laurel, Saint Ignatius,
Solon, Fairview Park, and
Strongsville high schools, and
Arthur Reed Middle Scool participated.

During Spring Break high school students gathered at John
Carroll to take the Grand Concours test.

The Carroll Net~vs prepares for
a new era...
Caroonists wanted for Fall '90 semester

to contribute to the all newCN comics
section.
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Students will dance the night (and day) away
Dance Marathon proceeds to benefit Rainbow Babies sickle cell anemia fund
By Kathleen Colan
The gymnasium w1ll be rocking and rolling to the tunes of
Nitebridge at5 p.m. on Friday as
the participants begm the Student
Union sponsored 26-hour Dance
Marathon. The event is to benefit
the Dana Harris Sickle Cell Anemta Fund at Rambow Babies and

Childrens Hospital.
"What many students don't
undersLand is thatth1s event 1sn 't
j ust for the couples panicipaung
in the marathon but for anyone
who wants tocomeoutand have a
good ume and suppon a good
cause," srud Brian Adams, chrurperson of the event
Last year the Student Union

Dance Marathon was a greatsuccess, rrusmg over $12,000 for
the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The dccis1on was made to
donate the proceeds of this year's
marathon to the Dana Harris
Sickle Cell Anemia Fund when
the dance marathon committee
learned that the John Carroll

AND YOU
THOUGHT IT DIDN'T
PAY TO STUDY
-

20% DISCOUNT
FOR SfUDENTS.
.....

Don't worry. You don't need any books,j ust a valid
college I. D. and a StudentsFirst•Card. because this is
the Midway Airlines• 10Plus lOCollegeStudent Discount.
It's simple addition. If you're a student, Midway already
offers you lO'X. off even our lowest fares. Plus with your
StudentsFirst Card, you '11 receive another 10'%; off of
that. 10 · 10 - 20'\'.savings on all fares to anywhere
Midway flies in the U.S. and the Caribbean.
To get your card, simply present your college I. D. to a
Midway Airlines student representative and pay a onetime fee of $15.00. The StudentsFirst Card is your ticket
to take off to someplace hot. cold or anyplace in between.
Think of it as your reward for all those lecture classes
you've been sitting through. You have been sitting
through them, haven't you? Sure you have.
Contact your student representative at:

Tbe McKibben Quadruplets, born nine weeks prematurly, are
cared for by Rainbow neonatologists. Tbe Dance M<Jor<>jth
will benefit Rainbow Babies and Children's bospital.
1'!1010 -..coy ol IWnbow Babita ODd Olildlalo Hoopilal

freshman had died from the disease
while on Christmas break.
Harris, who came to JCU from
Shaw High School in Cleveland,
was active in many student organizations such as the ROTC, WUJC,
the Black United Students Association and the Office of Minority Affairs.
"He was a very promising student, he was personable and well
liked," said Ronald Oleksiak, a
friend of Harris and the Director of
Minority Affairs at JCU.
Sickle ceU anemia stems from
an inherited abnormality in hemoglobin, the oxygen carrying pigment in the blood, which leads to
elongated, or "sickled," red blood
cells that clog the small blood vessels.
Pneumonia and other mfections
often claim the lives of those that
have the disease. Sickle cell anemia primarily strikes the descendantsofnativesofAfrica,theMiddle

East, India c:md many Spanish
speaking countries.
In the United States, oneoutof
every 400 black newborns develops the disease.
The sickle cell anemia unit at
Rainbow Babies and Childrens
Hospital in Cleveland is the first
of its kind in tJie counuy, offering
counseling and rreatment to sufferers of the disease as well as
conducting research.
The DanC(~ Marathon committee hopes to raise at least $13,000
to help this cause.
There are approximately 30
couples participating in the event.
Contests will be held with various
prizes awarded such as a television, microwave and a stereo.
The contestants in the marathon will change costumes seven
different times in accordance with
the seven different themes.
Admission to the Dance Marathon. open to anyone, is $1.00.

Rascal House congratulates all Theta Kappa
girls on a terrific party

Thanks Robin Hanna for all
your hard work
SPRING BREAK REUNION PARTY
THIS FRIDAY. 7 PM

John Carroll University
MarkS. O'Malley

(216) 892-3305

Mondays and Tuesdays all semester,

Mk/wayAirHnes·

just show your Student ID and receive the

WHAT FLYING SHOULD BE-

$8.95 dinner includes dessert,
beverage, and soup or salad
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Fundraiser to help mom
By Betsy Benander

Imagine finding out you were
dying of cancer. If you did not
have $I 00,000 up front for a
$250,000 operation, you would
be left, without medical help, to
die.
This ts not a hypothetical situation for cancer victim, Pamela
Pirozzi. She lives with this very
real situation, facing a most certain death if she does not come up
with the initial $100,000 for her
operation.
Piro1..zi 's medical insurance wiU
not cover the operation, which is
being perfonned in Pittsburgh.
Pirozzi is a close relative to
one of the students here at John
CarrolL The JCU community is
asked lO be as generous as possible in giving to this much
needed cancer operation.
The operation involves bone
marrow removal. This procedure
is very dangerous but does have a
95 percent success rate.
Basically, the procedure is to
remove Pirozzi's bone marrow
(most likely from her spine) and
save it
Piro1..zi will be put under massive doses of chemotherapy until
her vital signs drop considerably.
The doctors, lhen, will quickly

msert the bone marrow back mto
Pirow, fighting off the cancer
wtth a much higher strength.
ln Pirozzi's weakened condition, the bone marrow should be
most helpful at this time in lighttog against the cancer and overcommg the reproducing cancer
cells.
Piroz:ti,35, was diagnosed last
Mayashavingbreastcancer. Her
left breast was then removed. She
continued chemotherapy until
December.
In January, she was found as
having two new tumor locations
on the right side, on her fourth nb.
The cancer had moved very
quickly in only four weeks.
Pirozzi is the mother of three
young children, Emily, 7, Salvatore, 5, and Ricky, 2.
She has faced the real posstbtlity that she may not live, especially without the operation. She
struggles in trying to tell her children the facts.
JCU has come up with a campaign, titled, "Save Our MommyPamela Pirozzi," in hopes that
students will empathize with the
chtldten and participate in the
fundraiscrs.
The resident assistants in the
dorms arc asked to help raise
money on their floors.

Kathleen Retchan, an R.A. in
East Hall, is plannmg a raffle for
her floor.
"The object of the raffle is to
buy guesses on how many M&M 's
arc in the jar. The money wtll be
spill between the Dance Marathon and Pamela Pirol..zt," srud
Reichardt.
"We'll raise some money because the girls on my floor are
usually very good about causes
like this. It probably won' t be a
whole lot, since it has to be split,
but I think it will help."
Molly Coughlin, an R.A. in
Millar Hall, said, "Raising money
for Pamela Pirozz• is delinllcly
for a good cause. Cancer seems to
be so common nowadays and operations are so expensive."
"How do they ex pcct people to
come up with alJ that money?"
said Coughlin. "Every lilllc bit
counts. Even if you can only give
the smallest thing."
Pirozz.i's cancer continues to
get worse, but her financtal situation holds up the opcrauon.
Ptrozzi and her family pray and
hope that money will be donated
to save Pam.
JCU is asked to continue to
supponand contribute lO the "Save
Our Mommy-Pamela Pirozzi"
fund.

What was your April fool's surprise?

"My girlfriend
let me wear her
T-shirt."
Joe Erja,·el
Sophomore

"I forgot my
parents'
anniversary."
.Jocelyn Warren
Junior

"Somewhere
between a cast
party and home,
...I seem to have

lost an hour."

Intelligent Addition

"Finding out Tim
DeGeeter was

nominated for
Theta Kappa
Man of the Year."

Marc Hays
Junior

"A Domino's guy
wanted my life
for a za."

Brilliant Deduction

Mike Scltilling
Senior

.wounang an mtell~gt~U addwon to !he~· compact family ri Mxintosh•
c:omputm a new cdltiOrl M1Cilli0Sh SE v.~th a butk·m SuperOnve*
Tlus buut·lll lA megabyte FDHD"' t1oppy dlSk dnve &l''es yoo cwo ways to v.'O!k smarter.
First, it prOVIdes 75% more stoogt opacny than the ongmal MaCillto.-h SE Second, 11 allows
you to 11.'0!k Wlth MS-DOS, OS/2. and Apple 0 Illes 11.1thout ha~111g to convcn them aU through
addluonal tlurd·pany software.
Anolher llllelligmt addruon is aauall) a ~ reductJon Ill poet So \lop by today A
new M1antosh SE w1th Superl)n'e could be a Vel)' ,:;man buy (Ot you.
Holcomb's
Educational Materials
3205 Harvard Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44101

Tim DeGeeter
Junior
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·ot Mice and Men· is a memorable show
by Melodie Smith, Stoff Reporter
John Steinbeck's play, "Of Mtce and Men , tells Lhe
story of two migrant workers, George and Lenme. The
former is a hardened drifter wilh a heart of gold, the latter
his retarded travelingbuddy who's kand and compassionate
but who does not understand Lhe magnitude of his own
physical strength. The two men have a strange but wonderful
friendship based on a mutual dream of owning their own
land and a mutual vow to take care of oneanother,to suck
togelher no matter whaL But their dreams just were not
meant to be, and by the play •send, one of them is forced to
break his oath of friendship by committing man's most
unthmkable act-the murder of h1s "brother."
The characters in Of Mice and Men, and not the action,
are Lhe focal point of the play. Therefore, in a live
performance, if the actors are not behevable, the whole

Upcoming Concerts
Michael Penn will be appearing a t
Peabody's Down Under April 8.
Alannah Myles will be at Peabody's
Down Under AprlllO.
On Apri129, The Cramps will be at The
Phantasy Theatre.
They Might Be Giants will play Peabody's Down Under May 5.

producuon will fat!.
John Carroll's Saturday performance of "Of Mlce and
Men" was mdced anything but a failure. Under the dirccuon of Ken Brown (who also served as scemc designer),
actors Mau Mooney (George) and Dave Waltman (Lennie)
were both excellent a') the play's lead characters. Mooney
gtvcs a strong performance as the gruff but compassionate
George. Hismomentsofstmultaneouscompassion for and
anger at Lennie were both realistic and powerful, making
the relauonsh1p between the two men all the more special.
Waltman's wide-eyed portrayal ofthcchild-likeLennie
was also outstanding. In portraying a retarded person,
there IS a fine line between believable and laughable.
Waltman crossed that line a few ttmes, making Lennie
more of a caricature than a character, but was able to
quickly save himself and salvage the scenes. The overall
effect of h1s performance, however, was riveting.

The Accord Concert Choir will be
appearing at John Carroll
University's Kulas Auditorium on
Sunday, April S at 4:00P.M.
The presentation is entitled "The
Evolution of The Mass by Black
Composers."
Tickets are $5.00.

B
4
+
Ul'tl'IE
AND STILL HAVE ONE MONTH
OFF BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS!!

The supporting perfonnances ranged from truly exceptional to JUSt adequate. Noteworthy players include Brian
O' Maille as the trustworthy Slim, and Brian Honohan as
the old, one-anned Candy, whose long-gone dreams are
both reborn and again destroyed by the emergence of
George and Lennie in his life.
The best performance in the play, however, was found
inoneofthesmallest roles in the play. Virgil Gutierrez was
remarkable as Crooks, a Mexican worker whose isolation
from the other men has made him lonely and embittered.
Gutierrez was totally believable in the role, and gave
Crooks humor and depth missing from other supporting
characters. Crooks was possibly the most intriguing character of the entire play.
The technical production,especiall y the three large sets
used, was also noteworthy, mainly for their detail and
design. There were no lavish or exttavagant sets or even
brightly colored scenery (since the play's setting does not
call for it), but they were impressive, and eyeeatching,just
the same.
The only weak point of the production was the way
several oftheactorsstumbled over their lines, often repeating lines and phrases that should not have been. Whether
they were ad-libbing, blowing their lines, or actually following the sc_ript is unclear. Butlucltily, the actors were
able to cover up most of their bloopers without causing any
real damage.
Thanks to Steinbeck. "Of Mice and Men," the play, is a
poignant, unforgettable drama. But thanks to John Carroll's thespians, crew and director, "OfMiceand Men" was
an entertaining, memorable theatrical experience.

Movje Revjew

Teenage reptiles
tantalize the screen
by PJ Hruschak
In the up-and-coming slew of

comic book hero based movies,

Campus Concepts
Campus Concepts wants you for their summer sales
associate positions available in the Clevelandarea.The
Campus Concepts team is looking for aggressive) selfmotivated individu als who are committed to achieving
nothing short of the best. We will be at Case Western
University for an information session and interviews at
the dates and times listed below :
INFORMATION SESSION:
MONDAY, APRIL 16, 7 PM
CASE WESTERN'S SWING CENTER, THE SPARTAN ROOM
INTERVIEWS:
AT CASE WESTERN ON TUESDAY, APRIL 17

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
THE JOHN CARROLL CO· OP OFFICE

"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles"
is one of the few that will be
remembered.
April O'Neil, an ace televtsion
reporter, is mugged in an alley as
one of many victims of the new
reign of terror in a city remtniscent of "Batman's" Gotham City.
Under cover of the black of night,
the Turtles save her as their first
conquesL
After several ironic twists in
the plot, April and the four pizzaguzzling Turtles unite to find
Splinter, their mutant rat ninja sensai, who has been kidnapped by a
mysterious band of ninja warriors. En route they meet Casey
Jones, an ex -hockey pro gone
vigilante who joins in their task.
Contrary to the television image of Casey Jones, Casey becomes an ally to the Turtles, and
actually shows affection and intelligence beyond that of a
mosquito.
Shredder, the can-opener clad
dimwit of the 'Loons becomes the
Darth Vader of the streets, controls the minds of runaway teens,

convening them to mindless thJevmg ninja slaves with a black beetype cover. He is ominous and
powerful, to say the least.
The Turtles themselves are full
sized Jim Henson costumes put to
life. This IS perhaps Henson's
best effort at creating a fuil-sized
realistic animated being. They no
longer look idenucal beyond the
head bands and weapons. Their
shells are formed differently, their
facial expressions are unique, and
each Turtle is portrayed with their
own personality and attitude.
Performing daredevil duels, the
costume clad actors purely reflect
the Turtles 1ruesarcasm and humor
of the original shelled heroes.
"Tunles" is based on the original
black and white comic which ftrst
appeared about nine years ago,
unlike the cuts1e cartoon.
Though mostly kids under ten
ftll the theater, the plot and humor
are geared towards more mature
audiences.
As in "Batman", an alternate
origin of the Turtles, Splinter, and
Shredder is given by way of flashbacks throughout the film.
Though parts may seem unrealistic, "Turtles" is quite believable, and may actually bring a tear
to your eye if you arc not careful.

PROFILES
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Lynch honored as Student Union Person of the Year
by Angelo Ciancibello
Profiles Writer

During the 1989-1990 school
year, Pat Lynch did more than
merely feel the need for change.
He initiated it and was recognized
when he was elected Student
Union Person of the Year.
Lynch isajuniorcommunications major who feels that more
students need to get involved with
the school's activities.
Lynch began his work with the
Student Union last year when
planningSpringfest'89 along with
Lisa Heckman. He worked on
scheduling comedians and bands
and getting fraternities and sororities to sponsor these events. The
action and involvement that has
led to his list of accomplishments
was precipitated by the lack of
auendance he observed at a concert in the cafeteria.
"I couldn't believe it," said
Lynch. "Nobody showed up. My
friend Tim (Welch) and I were
throwing a football around while
the band played. It was ridiculous. ItoldGary(Riuer)heneeded
to advertise the event more. Tim
and Ijoked around about forming
a club, a media club. We actually
did form that club, and it's what

helped the Otis Day &the Knights
concert go so well."
Lynch was the driving force
behind the "Otis" posters plastered all over the RecPaex. He
wanted ensure that everyone on
campus knew there was a concen
coming up. His desire was so
strong, he even dressed up in a
toga just to sell tickets.
Lynch also keeps himself occupied with a variety of other activities. He was co-photo editor of
last year's yearbook and is a
member of The Knights of Columbus. Heishelping toorganizc
the Campus Crusade for Christ
organization and aJso tutors elementary students at the Mary B.
Martin school in Cleveland.
"I like keeping busy," said
Lynch. "The best part about Student Union is the idea that my
input can actually lead to someone having a fun time. I like to
know I am doing my share."
After graduation, Lynch is
looking toward the public relations aspect of business.
" I want to go into the 'people
side' of business. Tdon't want to
sit at a desk all day and crunch
numbers." said Lynch. ''I'd like to
start out in sales and work my way
up into personnel management.

Pat Lynch

pbo<o by Mu<dl"' Nealy

There is also the possibility of
going for an M.B.A .. These days
an undergraduate degree isn '1
much. You need something else
tacked on to your name."
Although Lynch has run for
office, he has not yet held a position. This is part of the reason he
feeJs he was chosen for the award.
"I think I won it because I took
the responsibility upon myself,"
said Lynch. "f didn't hold any
office so I wasn't bound to any
responsibilities. But I still showed
up and worked hard because I
enjoyed doing it."
Former SU president Gary
Ritter, agreed.
"Yo.u .D> v

FOOD
MUSIC MUSIC
DANCE DANCE DANCE
LEE ROAD & SILSBY ROAD

10 PM - 2:30AM THURS. - SAT.
932-1033

what to do," said Riuer. "He's
always t.alcing action on h1s own.
He came up to me, asking for Otis
tickets so he could start selling
them. He dressed up in a toga at
the end of September when he
llQ!dthem. Ifaguylikethatdoesn't
get recognition, there is no God."
While Lynch has a long list of
duties, he does find time for the
hobbies he enJOys. He is an avid
skier, and enjoys both water and
snow skiing. He worked as head
instructor of water skiing at Lake
Winnipesaukee, a summer camp
in Alton, N.H.
Lynch, a native of Weston,
Mass., just outside Boston. notes
"Everyone always asks me,
'why J.C.U., all the way from
Boston?'," said Lynch. "Well,
my father went here in the 50's, so
that's how I knew about the school.
But two things impressed me. I
thoughtthecampuswasbeautiful,
and I was shocked when I received my acceptance leuerwithin
three weeks. Other schools took
months to do that."
Lynch likes the personal aspect of CarroU.
"I like the people and theCathoLicenvironmenthcre,"saidLynch.
"1 know it sounds corny. but it's
true. 1know and often talk to 4uitc

a few people in theadm inistration,
like Fr. Schlegel, for example.
They're not hidden in some ivory
tower. They come out and interact with the students. I think that's
great"
Lynch cttes the Otis Day concen as the best experience he has
had here, and two years of Dolan
HaJI the worst. Looking to the
future, Lynch can see how his
activities will benefit him in his
career.
"Out of everyth tng I've done, I
think I've learned a few important
things," said Lynch. "One is that
I've got an understanding for
people. I've realized that how you
treat others affects how they treat
you. Also, you should always
listen to what people have to say.
Andlastly,nomatterwhat youdo,
things will never work out perfectly."
While Lynch thinks there has
been an improved commitment in
the Student Union, he believes
more can be done.
"I guess my philosophy is, 'If
you see a need, meet it, don'ttum
away from it.' Everyone has the
potential to be creative. I know
everyone here has good ideas.
Now all they need is the desire to
change things."

* Credits Transferable
* Large Selection of Classes
* Variety of Session Lengths
* Variety of Summer Start Dates May 14, 21, June 4, 11, 25 and July 9, 16
* Easy Registration Procedures!
* Early Registration, April 3-11, or
the first day of your summer class.

CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION
AND A SUMMER SCHEDULE
434-6232
or
1-800-283-3853
DuQUESNE U NIVERSITY, PrrrsBURGH, PA.
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Herrera anticipates charter for women's lacrosse
by Melodle Smith

Pam Herrera would like to make a successful women's lacrosse club a reality
here at Jolm Carroll University.
"I saw that there was a men's lacrosse
team, but l was surprised there wasn't a
women's lacrosse team," said Herrera. "I
had seen a couple ofgirls outside with their
sticks playing and I SaJd 'I'd love to start a
lacrosse team.'"
Herrera organized a meeting LO gauge
the interest in a women's club. Thtrty-two
people signed up for the club, which
prompted Herrera and a fnend to wnte a
charter and submit it to the Student Union.
At the Student Union meeting on March
27 the charter was reviewed.
Herrera crcdi ts the success of her efforts
to the Student Union officials who helpedwork out the details of the charter.
"We had a lot of help and support from
thcStudemUnion,"said Herrera. "If they're
as helpful with everyone as they were with
us, I would encourage people {to start an
organization)."
Being a club, Herrera and her team
must adhere to the rules, as do all organizations chartered under the Student Union.
They must provide their own equipment,
referees, scorekeepers and publicity. Herrara is requiring all members to provide
their own stick and cleats. In addition, the

"TL's not an individual sport, IJk:e
tenms, "Herrera srud. "It's a team sport, and
it brings the team together."
"I like sports where there's a whole
group of people that have LOcome together,"
she said. "There's no one person on the
team, but tt's everyone together. And lacrosse i~ that. It's a friendly game."
Herrera added that women's lacrosse is
not as aggressive or potentially dangerous
as men's lacrosse.
''There's no body contact in women's
lacrosse," said Herrera "Thcmcnaremuch
more rough. They wear helmets and shoulder pads for protection," she said.
This spring Herrera hopes LO serve as
assistant coach to the Shaker Heights High
School lacrosse team. She's currently
"leaning towards" Communications as a
major, and plans to attend graduate school.
Pam Herrera
For now, however, Herrera is concenpbooo by MIIUII.. !'Icaly
trating on her role as president of the club.
club's charter requires the team to Lake part She says one of her biggest duties as president is LO create the LCam spirit she feels is
in volunteer work through Campus Minisso important to the game.
try, most likely at one of its inner-city proj"1 want to incorporate those who play
ects.
inLO a team, since they've never played
Herrera. a freshman, played lacrosse for
together bcfore,"Herrerasaid. "And I hope
four years at the Academy of Sacred Heart
1can help to teach those people who want to
High School in Bloomfield, Michigan.
play but don't know how, because about
Besides her interest in lacrosse, she played
half of the thirty-two people who signed up
varsity tennis for four years and volleyball
have never played the game," she added.
for three years.
Herrera said she will schedule another
Herrera enjoys lacrosse because of the
meeting at the end of April for those who
camaraderie it creates as a team sport.

IICELEBR~LE
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are sure they want a spot on next year's
Learn, and w1ll campatgn m the fall to
recruit imercsted freshman. Herrera said
actual competiuons won't bcgm until the
spnng semester of 1991, after the team
members had learned and practiced the
sport.
Herrera is excited about the team and its
future. Nevertheless, she IS aware of the
major hurdle she and the team will have to
overcome: lack of knowledge about the
sport and publicity for the team.
"The purpose of the team is to promote
the women's game of lacrosse, to inform
more people of what lacrosse ts," Herrera
said. "And hopefully we can get everyone
to come to all our games," she said.

Are you interested
in:
-getting to know your fellow
students and your professors
better?
-making connections with
prominent JCU Alumni?

Write for Profiles
and get in touch with
campus!
call 397-4479

E~RL'h

..

I st annual Earth Day Contest
Enter your poetry, prose, artwork or photographs
$25 cash prize
Winners announced on Earth Day, April22

DEADLINE: APRIL 15
Submit work to Box 787 c/o Earth Day or Sutowski
237, Millar 353, or Dolan 106
(please include your name and phone number)

come our

CELEBR.e>l.L'E

22!
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Carroll track teams off to flying start
by Julie Evans
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University track teams opened therr
seasons an fine form last month, as both teams performed
well in their early meets.
The women's track team started off the season on an
encouraging note, winning both the WashmgLOn & Lee
Invitational on March 16andtheCase Western Reserve Invitational last Satmday, March 31.
"We really didn't think about winning the Case Invitational," said women's coach Grove Jewett. "We went in
just hoping to improve. It was an unknown and I couldn't
even estimate how we had done after the meet In fact, I
didn 'teven know we had won until I read the Plain Dealer
on Sunday."
Not only did all the runners on the women's traek team
pull tOgether LO come out winners, but a few individuals
also set records.
Junior Heather Peltier won the 1,500 meters with a time
of 4:56.14 and placed second in the 3,000 meters with a
time of 10:53.14 LO captme the meet's Outstanding Distance Runner award.
Senior Mary Pusateri won the 800 meters and set a
school record by running a 2:27.94. She also fmished
second in the 1,500witha timeof5:05.34LOwin the meet's
Outstanding Middle Distance Runner award.
"I was really happy with my performance on Satmday,

because 11 was my best time ever," Pusaten sa1d. " I think
I'll now feel more confident gomg into the H1tam Invitational this Saturday. I also feel more comfortable running
the 800 and I hope to keep improving."
A4:26.34 time granted the Blue Streaks a VICtory m the
4X400-meter relay. Semor Dawn D1Cillo and freshmen
Karen D'Angelo and Jennifer Jackson ran the wmning
relay w1th Pusateri running anchor leg.
Although the team lost a group ofoutstanding mdividuals to graduation last season, Jewcu feels that the present
team also cons1sts of an excellent group of athletes. The
women's team hopes to finish the season 1n the upper half
of the Ohio Athletic Conference.
"We have a nucleus of20 runners and !think that all the
kids contribute, which is a really n1ce asset," Jewett said.
" We can feel confident that everyone has a chance LO score
a point for the team."
Saturday the women's track team w1ll compete m the
Hiram Invitational at 1 p.m. Most of the other teams
competing are in the Presidents' Athlcuc Conference, the
Streaks' old conference, which makes the Streaks' desire to
win all the more fierce.
The men's track team also performed well m the Case
Western Reserve Invitational on Saturday, finishing third
among lltcams.
Sophomore Jim MacGillts, freshman MauNortz,junior
Eric Hunkele, and senior Don Stup1ca won the 4X400
meters relay with a time of3:29.7l. Jun1or John Meinke,
senior Chns DeGasperis, freshman Scou D1LorcLO, and

Stup1ca ran the 4X 100 meter relay in 44.30 for the Streaks
and fintshed firsL
Men ·s head coach Don S wpica was pleased to see the
team do as well as 11 d1d, c01nsidcnng that the team had some
trouble earher th1s year at its fltStmdoor track champ1onsh1p.
"The level of competition in indoor track was very st1ff
and that gave the team some incenuvc 10 am prove and an
opponumty to maintam enthusmsm," Stup1ca satd. "Now
we can go IntO outdoor track wath an 1m proved team and
renewed enthustasm because the team's used to tough
compeL1UOn."
The Streaks' strength appears to be that the team IS a
team, rather than a team of indivtdual stars.
"Everyone is doing his own share o f the work and that
is important because the team needs a sencs of performances that arc good," Su1p1ca said. "There arc no weak
teams m the conference a nd we have LO perform well as a
team to wm."
However, there are still md1viduals setting records.
Freshman Ed Koontz finished second m the 3.000 meters
Steeple Chase and set a school record w1th a time of
10:11.24.
" I haven't really given the record a whole lot of thought
because l'm not racing to break records," Koonv. sa1d. "I
want to cons1stently improve, bUL as long as the team docs
well I'll be sausfied."
The male Streaks will compete at Dcmson Umversity
thts Saturday at S p.m.

Tennis teams ready to challenge in OAC
by Mike Stein
Sports Editor

---.-IW" "

John Carroll's spring sports
have been toyed with in recent
days by the lingering Cleveland
winter weather. So far, the Blue
Streaks men's and women's tennis teams have been rained or
snowed outt wo Limes in less than
one week.
The Streaks were scheduled to
open the season last Satmday
against Capital, but rain caused
the cancellation of both matches.
On Wednesday, the men's match
against Baldwin-Wallace was
cancelled, but the women played
indoors at B-W to start lheir season.
The match for the women was
their f1tst since the fall of 1988,
when they competed in the Presidents' Athletic Conference. The
PAC played a fall schedule while
the Ohio Athletic Conference,
which JCU joined in all sports in
the fall of 1989, holds competition in the spring.
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ENTERTAJNMENT

for your
DANCE or PARTY

529-0216

tom .
"We all worked hard 1n the off
season," Lynch said. "We'vcbccn
pN'Ciicin ev
~and
Sunday and two times during the
week. Hopefully the hard work
w11l pay off at the end of this
season."
Like the women, the men have
been forced LO postpOne some
matches due to the inclement
weather of the past week. Lynch
doesn't think this will be a dctriment for the men.
"It affects everyone," Lynch
said. "As soon as the weather
breaks, we'll do well."
The men are hopmg for strong
perfonnances from Lynch, who
finished 10-7 in singles competiLion last season, juniors Vlad
Alexander and Dmitri Hioms, and
senior captain Mark Semler.
"All of(the players) need to be
key,"Lynchsaid. "Notoneplayer

can win us a championship. Everyone needs to put a poant on the

at CSU. The Y1k1ngs fin1shed
fourth to the Streaks in the Cleve-

board."

\ and Quad.

"'The men~PiiiiiCiiHin
(]evebmd ~Tounuunenton
March23againsucamsfromCasc
Western Reserve, Baldwin-Wallace, and Cleveland State. In that
tournament. the atuc streaks finished third, though Lynch thought
the Streaks could have performed
better.
The men arc scheduled LO play
C leyeland State University at
home ThllfSday, weather permitting, but there is a possibility that
the match could be played mdoors

1'lle .aiiillfii'Cii
womenrakesplaceatMarieu.aatl
p.m. on Saturday.
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AFTER 4:00
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CALL BOB
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ONE
HOT
DEAL!
A COUPON FOR

TWO 10"
CHEESE PIZZAS

$6.99

~

D.J.

Angelo

Sophomore Lorrie Rice docs
not believe that the layoff will adverscly affect the Streaks.
a Jot
tices 10 start the season," Rice
said. "We were able LO practice a
lot in the fall."
Sophomore Kitty 0 ·Brien says
the team is excited to start the
season.
"We're really looking forward
tothisseason,"O'Briensaid. "The
OAC teams are supposed to be a
liuletougher(thanthePACteams),
and we're going to find out"
Key performers for the Lady
Streaks will be seniors Liz Hanna
and Daniela Longociu. Hanna, a
three-year letter winner, finished
26-2 in competition in the 1988
scason.
On the men •s side,junior Jamie
Lynch, a two-year leuer winner,
expects the Blue Streaks LO have
solid performers from LOp to bot-

Man 11wrs 'ti/2 am frt Sat 'ti/4 am Sunday 'till am

••••••••••••••••••••
I JCU
BUY ONE BMT
I

~

G £?tQ1\f£~QJ{c'99¢

i

I
381-2424 ~11) ~l!ff;f4i 1fut1VM{l I
11
•(l•r.~t~'~'-11'i11 ili •••••••••• •

ADDED TOPPINGS $.99

381-5555

1982 Warrensville Ctr.
One offer per pizza. This
coupon Is not valid with any
other offer or special. Our
drivers carry less than $20.
Valid on original pizza only.
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Baseball team hot after Akron victory
by David Caldwell
Assf. Sports Editor
Since its return form Florida nearly a monlh ago, Lhe
only lhing that has beaten Lhe John Carroll basebalii.Cam
has been Mother Nature.
AI I but one of last week's games were cancelled, but lhe
one that was played was one of JCU's btggest victOries in
recent memory.
The Blue Streaks extended their winnmg streak tO four
games by upsetting Division I Akron 6-5 1ast Wednesday
at Wasmer Field.
The victory was only the seventh time Lhat JCU has

defeated the Zips in 31 meetings.
Outfielders Chuck Cangelosi and John Slatniske led lhc
Streaks auack by going a combined 5-for-8 in the game.
Cangelosi doubled. homered, and had four RBI, raising his
average LO .342 on the season. Also, his stolen base forced
an Akron throwing error which allowed Lhe wmning run to
score. The Ohio Athletic Conference recognized Lhesenior
right-fielder's effort by nammg him Lhe OAC Hitter of Lhe
Week.
Slatn1ske leads Lhe team in hitung with a .378 average
on the season including a 3-for-5 day agamst Akron.
"This was a reaJ good win for us," Slatniske said.
"We've got a lot of confidence going into the OAC sea-

Softballers drop opening games
by Mike Mangan
Staff Reporter

Because of bad weather, John
Carroll's softball team did not play
its season opener at home, as
scheduled, but lhat did not keep
the Blue Streaks off the field last
Saturday.
The opener against Muskingum was moved tO New Concord,
Ohio, and the host Muskies won
both games of the doubleheader,
6-1 and 14-6.
The Blue Streaks started the
season at a disadvantage given the

fact that most of their Oh10 Athletic Conference opponents already have several games under
their belLS, including many teams
that took southern trips earlier this
spring.
" In the two games, we played
uptight and nervous because of
the lack of game experience on
the team," said sophomore shortstop and co-captain Debbie Averbeck.

Even with the Blue Streaks'
late start, freshman pitcher Amy
Jowett led the Streaks offense,
going 3-for-7 at the plate in the
two games.

Junior first basemen Kim
Moore added two hits, mcluding a
double.
The Streaks are also an exceptionally young team, which has
caused them to make mental mistakes.
"We have to eliminate mental
errors because we have the talent
to be compctit.ive in the OAC,"
Averbeck said.
Weather permitting, John Carroll University will resume action
today at 3:30p.m. against Walsh
at Forest Hills Park in Cleveland
HeighLS, the Blue Streaks' home
field.

son."
Freshman stopper Joe Wieleba picked up the win on the
mound, pitching tn relief of starter Keith Marcinowski.
Wieleba recorded lhe fmal four ouLS aganist Lhe Zips, and
has yet to be scored on in seven appearances th•s year.
The Akron win raises lhe Streaks record to 7-5-1 on lhe
year. and keeps Lhem undefeated since the spring break trip
to Jacksonville, Florida.
The Streaks will try to continue Lheir wmning ways
today at Wooster,inagameoriginaJiyscheduJed as a home
game. Afi.Cr lheir final non-conference game at Malone
tomorrow, OAC play is set to begin Saturday at home
against Otterbein at 1 p.m., weather permitting.

BLUE STREAK SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 5: Men's Tennis vs. Cleveland SL 3:30p.m.
SoftbaD vs. Walsh 3:30p.m.
Baseball at Wooster 3:30p.m.

Friday, April6:

Baseball at Malone

3:30p.m.

Saturday, April 7: Baseball vs. Otterbein (2)
SoftbaU vs. ML Union
Men's Tennis vs. Marietta
Women's Tennis at Marietta
Men's Traek at Denison
Women's Track at Hiram

ATTENTION SENIORS
Applications for Millor Orator must be
received in the Dean of Students Office
by Tuesday, April 10, 1990 along with a
typed copy of your speech
If you have any questions, you may contact either:
Lisa Heckman
Director of Student Activities
Dean of Students Office
or
Peter Smayda
(397-51 06)

1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
5 p.m.
1 p.m.

